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Breaking Bailey                                    YA Brea        Fiction 
Sent to a fancy boarding school by her stepmother, a prominent attorney, Bailey keeps a journal 
chronicling her involvement in a "Science Club" that makes and sells crystal meth. 
 
How It Feels To Float              Helena Fox         630L     YA Fox            Fiction 
Sixteen-year-old Biz sees her father every day, though he died when she was seven. When he 
suddenly disappears, she tumbles into a disaster-land of grief and depression from which she must 
find her way back. 
 
What I Carry      Jennifer Longo               690L         YA Long              Fiction 
In her final year in foster care, seventeen-year-old Muir tries to survive her senior year before 
aging out of the system. 
                                                 
I am still alive      Kate Alice Marshall 690L    YA  Mars            Fiction 
Stranded in the woods with few supplies and survival skills, a disabled girl and her dog fervently 
prepare for the coming winter while evaluating how her mother's death, a dysfunctional foster-care 
system and her survivalist father led to her predicament. 
 
Three Things I Know Are True   Betty Culley                      YA Cull                  Fiction 
A debut novel in verse explores the experiences of a teen navigating the painful aftermath of a 
shooting accident that nearly ends her brother’s life and triggers painful community divisions. 
 
The girl who loved Tom Gordan   Stephen King              970L           YA King            Fiction 
When a 9-year-old girl becomes lost on a hike on the Appalachian Trail, she relies on her courage 
and faith, as she imagines her hero, baseball pitcher Tom Gordon, is with her. 
 
The Distance From Me To You   Marina Gessner               840L            YA Gess         Fiction 
McKenna and her best friend planned for over a year to defer their freshman year of college to hike 
the Appalachian Trail all the way from Maine to Georgia, so when her friend backs out McKenna 
embarks alone on a physical and emotional journey that will change her life forever. 
 
Ascent      Roland Smith                   680L         YA Smit         Fiction 
Fifteen-year-old Peak Marcello is invited to climb Hkakabo Razi, one of the most isolated mountains in 
the world, but getting there involves a four-week trek through a tropical rainforest that is rife with 
hazards, which turns out to be more dangerous than summiting the mountain itself. 
 
Wild and Crooked   Leah Thomas         YA Thom           Fiction 
Kalyn, living under a pseudonym, and Gus, who has cerebral palsy, get caught in an uproar in 
Samsboro, Kentucky as the truth about the brutal murder of Gus's father by Kalyn's comes to light. 
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Trash      Andy Mulligan                  850L          YA Mull           Fiction 
Fourteen-year-olds Raphael and Gardo team up with a younger boy, Rat, to figure out the mysteries 
surrounding a bag Raphael finds during their daily life of sorting through trash in a third-world 
country's dump. 
 
Crank           Ellen Hopkins                                 YA Hopk               Fiction 
Kristina Snow is the perfect daughter, but she meets a boy who introduces her to drugs and becomes 
a very different person, struggling to control her life and her mind. 
 
Thirteen Doorways, Wolves Behind Them  Laura Ruby          YA Ruby    Fiction 
Abandoned in a Depression-era Chicago orphanage with her sister, a young woman endures 
injustice, poverty and violence while struggling to survive in the years leading up to World War II. 
 
Heroine       Mindy McGinnis                                                     900L          YA McGi                Fiction 
When a car crash sidelines Mickey just before softball season, she has to find a way to hold on to her 
spot as the catcher, and the painkillers she’s been prescribed can help her get there. But as the 
pressure to be Mickey Catalan heightens, her life begins to spiral out of control. 
 
Fresh ink: an anthology                                                       700L                YA Fres                Fiction 
Offers a diverse collection of YA authors writing stories about such topics as gentrification, 
acceptance, coming out, and poverty. 
 
Girls of July       Alex Flinn                                                   YA Flin           Fiction 
Four girls from very different backgrounds forge bonds and support one another in the wake of life-
changing secrets, ambitions and self-discovery during a shared summer in the Adirondacks. 
 
Hillbilly elegy: a memoir of a family and culture in crisis JD Vance                                                                            
YA B Vanc     Non-Fiction 
Shares the poignant story of the author's family and upbringing, describing how they moved from 
poverty to an upwardly mobile clan that included the author, a Yale Law School graduate, while 
navigating the demands of middle-class life and the collective demons of the past. 
 
The Glass Castle Jeannette Walls                                            1010L   YA B Wall     Non-Fiction 
The recounts the unconventional, poverty-stricken upbringing Jeannette and her siblings had at the 
hands of their deeply dysfunctional parents. 
 
The War on Poverty       Carolee Laine                               1140L   YA 362.5 Lain     Non-Fiction 
Covers the history of poverty in the United States, explaining what poverty looks like today and 
highlighting key players and efforts to reduce poverty in the country. 
 
Gunpowder Girls: true stories of three Civil War tragedies  Tanya Anderson 1050L    
YA  338.4762               Non-Fiction 
Never before told account of Civil War arsenal explosions and the girls and young women who were 
the victims. 
 
Tweak: (growing up on methamphetamines) Nic Sheff  770L YA B Shef  
Non-Fiction 
The author details his immersion in a world of hardcore drugs, revealing the mental and physical 
depths of addiction, and the violent relapse one summer in California that forever changed his life, 
leading him down the road to recovery. 


